Scribe Software Enhances iPaaS Data Integration Platform with New Connectivity

Real-time integration between applications generates tremendous business value, as information entered into or produced by one system becomes instantly available in the other system.

Scribe is the fastest, easiest way to create, deploy, run, and maintain integrations. Scribe helps customers streamline operations across and between the front office and back office by giving decision makers real-time access to information and providing IT departments the agility to deliver business intelligence and data analytics across the enterprise.

“Modern businesses require seamless integration of applications and data. The CData Drivers have enabled our developers to easily extend the data connectivity of our iPaaS platform to support many of the applications and data sources that our customers care about.”

-- John Joseph, VP of Marketing, Scribe Software

Scribe
Scribe helps thousands of SaaS providers, systems integrators, and enterprises integrate, replicate, and migrate data from core business applications. More than 14,000 companies rely on Scribe to accelerate data integration and application integration. With cloud and on-premise platforms, integrations are fast, flexible, and future-proof.

Challenge
Access to real-time data is a critical feature of any data integration solution. To support the expanding connectivity needs of their growing customer base, Scribe continually pursues application and database access solutions.

Solution
The CData Drivers offer a straightforward path to extending real-time data connectivity. The standard database interfaces and data models integrate easily, shielding developers from the complexities of building and maintaining source-specific integrations.

Benefits
Scribe gained seamless integration and reduced their support and maintenance burden. CData continuously maintains and enhances drivers, freeing Scribe developers to focus resources on platform development, instead of ongoing connector maintenance.

Results
Scribe leverages their relationship with CData to extend the data connectivity capabilities of their popular Integration platform and unlock new opportunities. Scribe is able to reduce their support and maintenance burdens, and Scribe customers benefit from new SaaS, NoSQL, and Big Data connectivity.